


There are 2 
pluralistic paths 
to come to God.

One is Natural Law made easy for the first time 
by and between Loquate and Deci and Ryan's 
theory of innate needs.

The other is traditional religion and it's scripture.

Both work.



The difference is this.
As long as you believe in That which you value 
the most for the common good, what God is, 
then the Smart® Natural Law path is like a vein 
of gold within that may be scientifically exploited.

In short, it works!



Loquate is
THE X FACTOR



Freedom to live
your deepest beliefs 
in harmony with all.

X factor is



A Unique Smart® group process. We take 
turns stating our prayer intentions praying for 
each other.



Interfaith Dialogue insures no proselytizing 
during meetings, and insures “unity for all.”
• Interfaith dialogue is first and foremost an attitude that is acquired as the

result of listening to various points of view and ultimately forming one's
own view of other religions. An attitude could be defined as a manner of
acting or thinking; a disposition, opinion or mental set.

• Interfaith dialogue consists essentially in hearing each other. Interfaith
dialogue is living together in spite of our differences. Differences make
sense when they are well understood. Be respectful of differences.

• Avoid proselytizing during interfaith dialogue. Be true to your beliefs.
State your own beliefs when appropriate.

• But mainly listen well, which means hearing an entire message.
• Build unity. Be united in faith in God, for love of fellow man, for peace

on earth, and for the greater glory of God.



Universal language includes atheists, 
agnostics, and believers of all faiths.

We use interchangeably the words That which 
you value the most for the common good, 
Spirit, and God.



There is no law against praying for each 
other.
The First Amendment to the United States 
Constitution prohibits the making of any law 
respecting an establishment of religion, 
impeding the free exercise of religion, abridging 
the freedom of speech. Even the $1 bill contains 
the inscription “In God We trust.”



The small group follows the 3S protocol:

• Share relevant resolution stories, not advice,
• Self-change, and no one else
• Satisfy innate needs, not ordinary conversation.



Follow the Odd Rule
The Odd Rule is to call on others when the facilitator most 
wishes to speak. The Loquate small group is designed as a 
flat group. A flat group has no hierarchy. Facilitators practice 
the Odd Rule, giving power back to the members. If what 
you wanted to say still has not been said, you may share it. 

All members take annual turns being a facilitator.



15 minute Awareness Component 
Includes 12 steps and courses from a scheduled 
mentor for each session. The mentor is assigned 
ahead of time as the next following focus 
person.
Each session has a scheduled focus person.



Focus Person drives the meeting.
One focus person per meeting. Each Focus person selects ahead of 
time one of 4 agendas in unison with that year’s facilitator.

1. Agenda 1–share a concern you have about your handling of some 
God thing at work. 

2. Agenda 2–declare preferred work as a gift in humility back to God. 
3. Agenda 3–Focus person selects one of 10 discussion questions. 
4. Agenda 4 – Focus person shares deepest beliefs. (Hint: The job of 

all other members is to adhere to Principles of Interfaith dialogue 
with the aid of the facilitator.)



Does anyone have a Miracle, First Hand  
to share?
Miracles come from a caring presence 
outside of our selves. We each carry a 
spiritual gas tank on our back. When 
you share your Miracle, First Hand, you 
fill our spiritual gas tanks.



Feedback measures community.

Overall scores of all Smart® groups’ since inception in 2016 
average score is 98%.
That is an A+ on a scale of 0% to 100%.
Scores for each individual member are high only if the 
unique Smart® process is followed in faithful attendance.
Each member is part of the team in unity for all.



Community scientifically proven.

Makes where you work, a 
best place to work.
Makes where you live a best 
place to live.





Has Been Building Community in 
environments like organizations



Loquate.tv gives witness talks like

Miracles, First Hand, 
testimonies, and 

much more.



When you Join Loquate you get 
access to

over 150 research articles written by Jeff 
Liautaud that parses out the nitty gritty.
Loquate is organized as a charity supported 
by its growing list of volunteers.
Its hallmark is building community 
worldwide.



Its work is eleemosynary.
Eleemosynary comes from the Latin word 
eleemosyna, 
which means alms, the historic term for money or 
food given to the poor.

We are the children. We are the poor in Spirit. 



Loquate is officially recognized by the IRS in its
published list of 501 c 3 charitable organizations.

Smart® is a registered trademark of Loquate in
International Class 045.
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